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Abstract

We report an effective gene knockdown technique in rainbow trout
zymes (Rzs). Chimeric Rzs (tRzCs) containing tRNAVal, Rz against G
transgenic embryos. tRzCs induced greater gene interference than Rzs
and the tRzC did not interfere with non-relevant gene expression,
sequence-specific. Furthermore, the tRzC-containing expression vector
tRzCs enhance Rz cleavage and could therefore be powerful tools for
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Ribozymes (Rzs) are RNA molecules that possess specif-
ic catalytic RNA-cleavage activity for their target RNAs
[1]. Hammerhead Rzs are the smallest and probably the
most extensively used Rzs for gene-inactivation studies
[2]. The hammerhead motif comprises 35–40 nucleotides
(nts) that can cleave target mRNA through specific base
pairing with the substrate [2,3]. Hammerhead Rzs suppress
the expression of target genes, a phenomenon known as
gene knockdown (GKD). Rzs are therefore useful tools
for a range of applications, including treatments for viral
infections [3], gene therapy [4], cancer therapeutics [5],
and functional studies of particular genes [6]. Although
the principle of Rz-mediated gene inactivation is relatively
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q Abbreviations: bp, base pairs; CTE, constitutive transport element; dpf,
days post-fertilization; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; EST, expressed
sequence tag; GFP, green fluorescent protein; GKD, gene knockdown; nt,
nucleotide; ODN, oligodeoxyribonucleotide; Rz, ribozyme; T7, T7 RNA
polymerase.
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embryos using additional RNA components combined with ribo-
FP, and a constitutive transport element were microinjected into
alone. Control tRzCs did not affect unpaired bases of target RNA,

www.elsevier.com/locate/ybbrc
suggesting that the tRzC-mediated gene-interference effects were
specifically suppressed target GFP expression in transgenic trout.
studying unknown gene function in vertebrates.
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simple, several obstacles hinder the in vivo efficacy of this
technique. GKD activity within the intracellular environ-
ment generally depends on the highly folded structure of
the target mRNA, the presence of a sufficient concentra-
tion of the Rz, and the appropriate intracellular co-locali-
zation of the Rz and its target mRNA [7].

Cellular mRNAs tend to form a tight secondary struc-
ture, so the target cleavage sites can sometimes be inacces-
sible to Rzs. The identification of potential cleavage sites on
the target RNA is therefore crucial for effective GKD. The
selection of Rz binding sites has traditionally been based on
the secondary structure of the target mRNA as predicted
by computer simulations [8]. However, the estimated struc-
tures are often inaccurate because they fail to account for
interactions between mRNAs and other cellular proteins.
For example, in a previous study, only one of three poten-
tial cleavage sites predicted using computer modeling was
found to produce effective GKD in zebrafish [9]. Several
of the methods that have been developed to identify acces-
sible Rz target sites utilize oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs)
in combination with RNaseH cleavage of the RNA in an
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